Sci-Thur AM: Planning - 05: Lung SBRT: Dosimetric accuracy of the Analytical Anisotropic Algorithm (AAA) for 6MV FFF RapidArc planning.
Stereotactic Body Radiation Therapy (SBRT) requires the delivery of a high biologically effective dose in only a few fractions. These large doses per fraction can necessitate long treatment times. The Varian Truebeam is capable of RapidArc delivery and also has the optional Flattening Filter Free (FFF) modes which greatly increase the dose rate. We have commissioned the 6MV FFF beam (1400 MU/min) for RapidArc lung SBRT, and verified heterogeneous dose calculations with Monte Carlo (MC). The standard commissioning data was acquired for Varian's Analytical Anisotropic Algorithm (AAA) beam model. Measurements were acquired with the IBA Blue Phantom, using the CC13 and CC01 ion chambers and PTW diode. MLC-defined fields were also acquired for model verification. The Dosimetric Leaf Gap (DLG) was measured and then optimized using RapidArc lung SBRT plans, matching Eclipse with ion chamber measurements. Heterogeneous dose calculations were independently verified using MC. There were some discrepancies regarding leaf transmission and penumbra, but the AAA model was generally well within 2% and 2 mm. A nominal DLG value of 1.6 mm was chosen. A representative lung SBRT case utilizing FFF RapidArc was calculated with MC. For the high dose region, 99% matched Eclipse within 3% and 3 mm. The mean dose difference of the PTV was 0.7%. Although we have observed some minor infield discrepancies between the AAA and Monte Carlo calculations in heterogeneous media, the Eclipse AAA is reasonably accurate for complex FFF, RapidArc, SBRT lung planning.